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Proposal for Exhibition 2023/24 
 
Title 
 
Shoes: Storytellers of our Lives 
 
 
Concept 
 
The widening schism in America is on everyone’s minds. A nation once known as a melting pot, 
once accepting of people from all walks of life, has become one of hardened hearts and closed 
minds. How can we return to open dialogue without name calling and judgement? 
 
We learn to walk a mile in someone else’s shoes.  
 
Shoes: Storytellers of our Lives is a traveling exhibit of shoes accompanied with stories written 
by the shoe owners. These stories, translated into glass represent our common humanity.  
 
Like people, glass is both forgiving and easily shattered. It is sometimes clear, and other times 
opaque. It can allow us to see inside, or look outside. Glass is the perfect medium to translate 
this expression into an exhibit built out of empathy. The result of using the pâte de verre 
technique lends to an added feeling of fragility, another reminder of the importance of 
honoring and holding space for others.  
 
 
List of Works 
 
Up to 52 glass shoes will be available for the exhibit, representing roughly 100 miles per story, 
since a full mile is 5,280 feet. For smaller or shared exhibition spaces, a subset of these shoes 
can be made available. 
 
At the time of this proposal, I have completed 30 shoes, and about half have been 
professionally photographed.   
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Display 
 
Shoes may be displayed on pedestals (if available), shelving units (if available) , or wall shelves 
(artist provided). Stories will be printed in a 16pt font for easy reading and laminated to be 
displayed with the shoes. 
 
Shoes may be accompanied by props to aid the storytelling. For example, the Red High Top tells 
the story of a young man who had leukemia and made it to graduation. The display could 
include a mortarboard and tassel.  
 
 
Delivery and Installation 
 
Unless otherwise discussed, shoes, props and wall shelves will be delivered and installed by the 
artist with the assistance of gallery staff. 
 
 
Timeframe 
 
Minimum of 1 month, maximum of 4 months.  
 
 
Sales (optional) 
 
Shoes not on loan from the sponsor will be available for sale. In addition, an exhibit catalogue 
with the photos of each shoe and contributing stories will be made available.  
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About the Artist 
 
Dori Settles was born and grew up in southeastern Wisconsin. The arts were instilled early on 
with piano lessons and children’s art classes. In high school she enjoyed writing poetry and was 
on the Forensics and Debate teams. It was also during this time she first encountered American 
Sign Language, through the movie Children of a Lesser God. She was immediately drawn to the 
language, took classes and volunteered in a special needs classroom. Dori studied ASL and 
became a certified sign language interpreter. 
 
Her experience as a sign language interpreter plays a large role in her view of the world. Having 
worked in a variety of settings with people of differing backgrounds, including Deaf-Blind 
persons, she finds herself paying close attention to space and tactile aspects of objects around 
her. This is particularly true of how she experiences nature. 
 
Dori’s art career started as a result of being a stay-at-home mom. Eco-conscious, she began 
working in the fiber arts as a function of recycling beautiful material found at thrift stores. Her 
husband Jim’s interest in blacksmithing would lead her artistic journey to classes in 
lampworking in 2010 to create her own glass buttons. Drawn to the visual and technical 
complexities of glass, through the years she has taken workshops to further her techniques and 
skills in glass fusion (2013-), kiln-casting (2015-), and pâte de verre (2018-).  
 
Today, Dori finds much of her inspiration in the forest surrounding her home and studio in 
North Carolina. When she is not in the studio, she enjoys getting together with friends, 
exploring her new home state, building websites and volunteering in the community. 
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Support Materials 
 
1. Photos of glass shoes  
 

 
 
 
Additional photos available on the website, dorisettles.com 

 
2. Before We’re Gone is a self-published book created as a companion for the exhibit in 2018. 
Please note, this book has been provided as a PDF on the accompanying CD as a reference for 
the proposed catalogue for Shoes: Storytellers of our Lives. 
 
3. Images of artist-provided wall shelves (photos courtesy Amazon.com) 
 
Style 1: shoe-shelf-1 / shoe-shelf-1-display  
Style 2: shoe-shelf-2 
 
The shelf style used will depend upon the shoe. 
 


